
What's Your
Solution?

Employee
Flexibility, In-office,
Remote & Hybrids.
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C H A P T E R

Overview



February's facilitated roundtable experience (FRE)
produced diverse ideas. Participants soon realized
that ideas outside their own industry were still
helpful.  Using the Jamboards gave everyone an
opportunity to participate.  Here are a few ideas:

Use a digitized scheduling platform so that
employees can move and swap on their own.
Allowing projects to get done on the employee's
schedule, where appropriate
Mandatory well-being days
Training on how to be more efficient while
working remotely
Take the time to learn from younger team
members and interns
Take the time to get feedback on what works
better in the office and what is best remote.
Where applicable, allow people to work remote
and in the office when necessary.  Mix it up. 
Give resources for work/life harmony like
meditation apps. 
Use one of the many tools available for
communicating with one another

Overview
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Jamboards



Jamboard Collaboration
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Resources

Featured Article:  What's the Optimal Workplace
for Your Organization?

Employee Scheduling Made Easy - 7shifts

Mediation App - Headspace

If you are interested in facilitated sessions for
your team, click here: EE Masterclass

If you are looking for a different way for your
teams to engage with one another, learn more
about the people they work with and have a great
time on a  sophisticated gaming platform, click
here:  Weve

Be a part of a Culture community on LinkedIn
Catalysts of Culture

Everything franchising on LinkedIn
Franchise-Info

Blueprint for Employee Engagement, a book by
Julie Ann Sullivan

https://hbr.org/2022/02/whats-the-optimal-workplace-for-your-organization
https://www.7shifts.com/
https://julieannsullivan.com/employee-engagement-masterclass-facilitated/
https://weve.grsm.io/8ofph5p1omes
https://www.linkedin.com/company/70107024/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/865328/admin/
https://www.amazon.com/Blueprint-Employee-Engagement-Essential-Influence/dp/0692982124/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2FCC4TU93SCRI&keywords=blueprint+for+employee+engagement&qid=1643232530&s=books&sprefix=blueprint+for+employee+engagment%2Cstripbooks%2C45&sr=1-3


Susan Barrett SHRM-CP PHR
Director of HR at Nanophase Technologies
 "I did like the breakout sessions, to get
feedback from others.  It was very
interesting to hear perspectives from other
industries."

Julie Friend, CEO eFriend Marketing
“Loved the dialog, breakout room was very
informative. Enjoyed being able to meet
some new people in a safe space.” 

Joe Caruso, Fractional Franchise
Development Officer
"Facilitated Roundtable Experience (FRE) is
lightning-fast collaborative problem solving
that’s fun and the notes are captured and
done for you. No other monthly mastermind
compares the facilitated, structured and
matching that FRE has."

What People Are Saying


